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a b s t r a c t

Sense of Place (SOP) theory can connect environmental discourse across disciplines, provided it is
supported by an adequate suite of conceptual tools. Sense of place encompasses both objectivist notions
of spatial discounting, generally advanced by economists and geographers, and the subjectivist,
phenomenological and psychometric aspects of place attachment emphasized by environmental psy-
chologists. This paper introduces ambit as an integrative tool for developing theories about sense of place
that include both subjective and objective aspects of human activity. Signifying the spatial extent of
activity over time, the human ambit anchors spatial dimensions of environmental concern to alternative
theories about sense of place. We conceptualize ambit as the focal level of a tri-level hierarchy stratifying
mechanisms, behavior, and reflexivity associated with place. After developing the observable ambit as
integral to a hierarchical theory of place-based behavior, we explore its use in providing a more empirical
understanding of human behavior in spaceetime.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

“There is in fact a sort of harmony discoverable between the
capabilities of the landscape within a circle of ten miles' radius,
or the limits of an afternoon walk, and the three-score-years
and ten of human life. It will never become quite familiar to
you.” e Henry David Thoreau (1862, Walking)

1. Sense of place

References to “sense of place” and “sense of place values” have
become common in the literature of many fields, from geography to
environmental ethics, from human ecology to sociology, from

phenomenology to urban planning, from anthropology to cognitive
psychology, and from environmental policy to ecological eco-
nomics. Sense of place shows promise to better understand how
environmental problems are experienced, informally bounded, and
collectively formulated (Cantrill& Senecah, 2001; Cheng& Daniels,
2005; Cheng, Kruger,&Daniels, 2003; Ulrich, 2003). Just as sense of
place shapes the way people implicitly and explicitly bound envi-
ronmental concern, sense of place is also shaped by the nature and
extent of one's experiencewith a place, as suggested by the opening
quote from Thoreau. Our goal is to illuminate how an account of
actual behaviors can represent the nuances of the explanatory
concept, sense of place.

One of the greatest attractions of the concept of place, viewed as
a term bridging many disciplines, is its apparent inclusion of both
the objective and the subjective aspects of the relationship between
humans and their natural habitat, or home (Bott, Cantrill, & Myers,
2003; Norberg-Schulz, 1980). “Placing” someone on a landscape
involves locating them in physical space; but “sense of place” in this
context also connotes subjective, personal attachments, memories,
relationships, and so on. Authors in many fields have explicitly
distinguished “place” from “location,” with “location” invoking the
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objective aspect, and “place” adding a connotation of subjectivity
and feeling. Stedman (2003b) characterizes these as the
“phenomenological” (subjective) and the “positivist, hypothesis-
testing” aspects, arguing that phenomenologists have not been
aggressive enough in trying to make their claims about place
functional, even as the positivists have failed to form hypotheses
that will help us to understand the complex, undeniably subjective
aspect of sense of place.

Optimistically, one might hope that with suitable conceptual
scaffolding, sense of place might enable better integration of theory
and scientific practice across disciplines that are concerned with
how humans inhabit the landscape. Articles reviewing sense of
place (SOP) research have found clear threads and themes that are
present across disciplines (Cheng & Daniels, 2003; Jackson, 1994;
Norton & Hannon, 1997, 1998; Patterson & Williams, 2005;
Stedman, 2002). Lewicka (2011) provides a very useful synthesis
of place attachment research and theory development (and the lack
thereof). Multi-disciplinary conceptual enthusiasm, however, has
not yet been matched with operational success in predicting or
interpreting human attitudes and behavior with respect to location
and sense of home place (Bott et al., 2003; Cantrill& Senecah, 2001;
Stedman, 2002, 2003a, 2003b; Yung, Freimund, & Belsky, 2003).

Scholars have recognized the potential for sense of place to
connect environmental discourse across disciplines, provided the
concept is furnished with an adequate and diverse suite of con-
ceptual tools (Norton & Hannon, 1998; Patterson & Williams,
2005). This paper develops an integrative and behaviorally
measurable notion of ambit as a proxy measure for modeling sense
of place and explores the contribution such a concept might offer in
understanding human behaviors in space. The ambit of a person or
group represents his/hers/its movements through space over a
specified period of time. This ambit conceptualization is inspired by
our biological brethren.5 Much as an animal's “home territory”may
be inferred from the outline of its movements through space, the
human ambit enables people's SOP to be inferred from their ac-
tivities in spaceetime. Using ambit-based measures for tracking
and learning about the movement of subjects through space, we
move toward a theory that integrates both subjective and objective
aspects of SOP to facilitate its use as an inter-disciplinary tool for
environmental problem formulation and communication, as in
context-specific regional development and place-sensitive envi-
ronmental policy analysis.

How would an ambit concept, if developed as an integral part of
a theory of place-based behavior, make sense of place more useful?
We address this question by posing, and then answering, two
related questions:

1. What can the concept of a person's ambit contribute to a more
empirical understanding of a person's SOP?

2. How could a sharpened and more empirical understanding of
SOP improve our understanding of human behavior in space?

To answer these questions, it is necessary to be more specific
about SOP. We do so by specifying that SOP incorporates models of
spatial activities that structure spaceetime relations around the
two axioms of hierarchy theory (Allen & Starr, 1982; O'Neill,
DeAngelis, Waide, & Allen, 1986). The first axiom is that all mea-
surements, descriptions, and judgments are taken from a specific
place within a nested hierarchy of systems and subsystems. The
second axiom is that larger, encompassing systems change at a pace
that is at least an order of magnitude slower than the subsystems of
which it is composed. This organization of models honors the

subjective, inside-out perspective corresponding to the perception
of a “placed” person, who views the world from his/her unique
perspective; the first axiom directs us to view the world from that
local perspective. The second axiom provides a rough principle for
organizing spaceetime relations that emanate outward from that
place. Hierarchy theory thus defines a large set of possible space-
etime relationships and a larger set of possible actions and
movements taking place within those spatial models.

Interpreted hierarchically, SOP posits a set of models of space-
etime relations from any given point of view, and can thus repre-
sent the viewpoint of a located person who encounters events and
activities that occur at larger and larger scales from that point. As a
formalism, hierarchy theory does not resolve substantive questions
of spaceetime relations, but it provides a vocabulary for discussing
and illustrating them. Wedding sense of place with hierarchy the-
ory thus provides researchers with possible maps of territory as
experienced by a person or community who/that lives in a place.
The formalism of hierarchy theory simply provides structure to
representations of the world as seen from the inside out.

To answer our first question, we consider how the concept of
ambit, as the spatial extent of human activity over time, can
sharpen the hierarchical framework for sense of place. Understood
hierarchically, SOP can represent behaviore observable actions of a
person or organism e as the focal level (0) of a tri-level hierarchical
model:

Level þ1: Regulation (reflexivity, self-organization)
Level 0: Behavior of the organism (what is observable)
Level �1: Mechanism (laws of physics and biogeochemistry)

Ambit and sense of place each embody a perhaps unique (but at
least interesting) way of summarizing data that invokes all three
levels required for an explanation of behaviors of autonomous
beings in a complex system of space and time in which many fac-
tors are governed by the laws of physics and biogeochemistry.
There are also, however, self-organizing properties of many or-
ganisms, including humans, and also of flocks and schools which
make prediction on the basis of physics and biogeochemistry
impossible. If we try to model organisms and schools that exhibit
self-organizing, regulatory behavior, then the actual behavior that
is observed at the focal level (0) cannot be fully explained by factors
on level �1, the level of mechanism, because behavior of autono-
mous (self-organizing) beings also includes the possibility of intent
to change, which engages level þ1, thereby capturing the reflexive
aspect of the behavior observed.

SOP is thus understood as expressing all three levels required for
autonomous behavior in a physical place over time. An interpre-
tation of the world through the lens of SOP captures the reflexive
evolution of a location becoming a place, but SOP itself is not
observable e it must be interpreted from behavioral data. Since SOP
itself is not observable, the introduction of ambit-based measure-
ments for individuals or groups provides a set of proxy variables
that can be empirically observed. Embedding the ambit in a hier-
archical SOP theory, we envision multiple ways of creating useful
empirical data about place-based human attitudes and behaviors.

We are now prepared to answer our first question. What does
the ambit concept add to the study of sense of place? Answer: The
ambit concept, when embedded within hierarchical models of
place, will allow measurement of proxy variables for SOP. Ambit
provides a summary of behaviors occurring in real time that also
change as personal tastes and self-identifications change over time.
In other words, while we recognize that simply observing subjects'
movements through space creates noisy data, such data also have a
certain“truth” in reflecting all three levels of hierarchy (mechanism,
behavior, and reflexivity/self-organization). Behavior takes place5 We are indebted to Jeannette Yen for suggesting this productive analogy.
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